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New courage then I quickly take,
And work bravely for my Master's
sake,
Loyally without fear.
When tempted sore to turn aside,
Quickly I listen to my Guide,
Who lingers near.
He takes my hand and kindly says,
"Child, I know these rugged ways,
You need not fear."

Thus as I travel toward the goal,
Which all may reach, each weary soul,
That trusts His name.
29
Though dark the path and dim the way
In sweet communion day by day,
I find Him just the same.
Mrs. Sadie Vamniec. -Sel. l>y John E.

Hersliey.
When climbing up life's dreary road,
I have a Friend who bears my load
Along the way:
"Failure to carry out God's commandWho guides me where the path is dim,
And I have learned to trust in Him ments caused Israel's downfall."
And to Him pray.
"The coming of Christ was the incarnation of the Son of God. He came to
My Friend e'er keeps close by my side, share our human nature with us that we
And sweetly says "I will abide
might be the more sure of His sympathy
with thee."
and love."
And though I cannot feel His touch,
His presence with me comforts much
"These things I command you that ye
I know 'tis He.
love one another."

When to my daily task I turn,
And lessons new I strive to learn,
"Doing nothing for others is the
He v/hispers words of cheer, undoing of one's self."
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EDITORIAL.

BI-WEEKLY
AS TO CHURCH UNION.

RELIGIOUS

JOURNAL

In Canada Church Union h a s been
For the exposition of true, practial piety a live question for a number of years
and devoted to the spread of
and apparently success has attended
Evangelical truths and the
the efforts since the Presbyterian
Unity of the church.
church, at its recent assembly in
Winnipeg, carried the union proposiPUBLISHED IN THE INTERESTS
OP THE
tion by a large majority.
The deBrethren in Christ Church
nominations involved are the Canada
OP
Methodist, the Congregational and
V. S. A. Canada & F o r e i g n Countries
the Presbyterian.
The two former
At Grantham, Pa.
had
acted
favorably
on the union
PRINTED BY GRANTHAM PRTG. CO.
proposition earlier, so t h a t there
only remains the formality of unifiEditor—GEO. DETWILER.
cation.
A small b u t virile faction
stood
in
opposition
to t h e union a t
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
the
Winnipeg
Assembly.
This facPER YEAR,
$1.00
tion will likely be organized into a
SIX MONTHS,
.BO
To F o r e i g n Countries, $1.25 Per Year separate denomination.
It however
(Sample Copies Free.)
remains t h a t a strong single church
REMITTANCES SHOULD BE M A D E BY
P. O. M O N E Y ORDER or B A N K DRAFT will t h u s be formed whose working
possibilities will be much increased.
Entered as Second Class Matter Dec. Such an accomplished union is 'her20, 1912, at the post office at Grantham, alded forth as being evidence of a n
Pennsylvania, under the Act of Mar. 3, increase of t h e t r u e Christian spirit.
1879.
This certainly ought to be the case,
but whether it is, is doubtful.
Nay
OFFICE MANAGER
more,
the
evidence
would
seem
to
GEORGE DETWILER.
prove beyond a doubt t h a t destrucASSOCIATES:
tive higher criticism will be in t h e
BISH. W. 0. BAKER,
Louisville Ohio.
ascendency with its baneful effects.
BISH. S. R. SMITH.
Grantham, Pa.
Voices are being heard which reveal
ELD. E. H. HESS,
Grantham, Pa. how the expressions of the advocates
of these destructive doctrines found
NOTICE:—The da+e printed after your
congenial tolerance at t h e Winnipegname on the label denotes the time
assembly.
A letter printed in t h e
to which you fcave paid.
Montreal Weekly Witness reveals t h e
Keep- it in the future.
facts as to t h e t r u t h of these stateAddress the editor, 1216 Walnut St.. ments.
The writer of t h e letter is
Harrisburg, Pa.
not in accord with some things t h e
editor had said favorable to t h e
union and in expressing the hope
He is a great man who has a great t h a t further church union would be
plan for his life—the greatest who accomplished.
Instead of regardhas the greatest plan and keeps it.
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ing further union as "Coming light," how wicked a man may be, if he dies
as the editor had said, he would de- in battle in defence of his country,
signate it as "Coming darkness," his passport for heaven is sure, obsaying, "You seem very anxious for tains and is so taught from pulpits,
a further union which will have in not alone in Canada, but in this counits fold many clergymen who teach: try too. No discrimination is made,
It is
(1) "that the declarations of the A- no new birth is required.
postle Paul are nothing more than enough that one has died fighting for
the utterance of a master mind or his country. • The writer of the letthe earliest convictions of the ter writes further about union as folchurch;"
(2) "that the teachings lows: "It is not organic unity comof the Savior in the gospels are pos- posed of every phase of thought that
sibly affected by traditional glosses;'" God seeks but a true unity of those
and
(3) "that the church is su- 'not of the world' (John 17:16), but
perior to scripture as an authority." those in Christ and Christ in them
In a word these "many clergymen" (v., 23). That these may be one is
practically deny the inspiration of Christ's objective: that, the whole
the Bible, and the diety of Christ, mass of Christendom may be one orand yet you are anxious for an or- ganic union is the devil's objective,
ganic union with them.
But you and that this ungodly union 'will
might, have added that there are have an immense impetus after the 1
"many clergymen" in the union al- war is not difficult to forsee, for
ready consummated who teach doc- such an event is contemplated in the
trines quite as rank, and many of prophetic vision of God's word. You
them seek their texts from dime stated that the union movement was
novels instead of the word of God. part of a world movement of which
those engaged in it could be only imA college principal in an
perfectly conscious.
This is true,
address before the late General Asbut in the truth of the fact lies its
sembly in Winnipeg, and, by the
own condemnation. The world lieth
way, an ardent supporter of church
in the wicked one (I John 5: 19 marunion, speaking on the text "Except
gin) ; and pure religion is to keep
a corn of wheat fall into the ground
oneself unspotted from the world
and die it abideth alone, but if it die
(James 1: 27), and its doom is foreit bringeth forth much fruit," said
told in II Peter 3: 7. The church
he believed that the spirits of loved
on the other hand is heavenly in its
ones who had died (on the battleorigen and in its destiny.
What
field) come back to watch over, guide
business, therefore, has the world
and cheer those who remain behind.
with unifying the church? God has
. . . Their physical life was ended,
made a unity. He has been, and is,
but their souls would find their way
baptizing every regenerate soul into
back to enrich the national life of
the one body which is the church."
Canada and to bring consolation and
"Under the shades of Pentecost all
courage to those who loved them.
that believed were together, and of
It is not reported that there was one
the rest none durst join himself unto
member of the Assembly who took
them. This is God's unity, and unexception to this rant, so unpresbyder proper spiritual conditions it
terian and so unscriptural.
The
could yet be maintained if the inidea here expressed, that no matter

4
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junction of the apostle in Hebrews
13: 13, were obeyed by God's people,
'Let us go forth, therefore, unto Him
without the camp bearing His reproach.' 'Unto Him' is the only safe
place in these perilous times. . . .
God is crying to His
people even now. 'Come out of her,
my people, that ye be not partakers
of her sins, and that ye receive not
of her plagues."
That there are
many of God's dear children mixed
up in this thing is sadly true, but
they are in a place of danger. Their
true place is Unto Him, bearing His
reproach
Can we wonder
at this sad condition of affairs when
politics, science, philosophy and
ethics are largely occupying the attention of the pulpits in these days,
instead of the gospel which is God's
only power unto salvation (Rom. 1:
16). The Gospel saves and separates from the God-hating and Goddefying world."
We were permitted to attend the
harvest meeting at the home of Bro.
Joseph 0. Wengers, in the Mt. Rock
dist., N. Franklin, Pa., on- the 3rd
inst.
The weather was fine, and
the assembly was large. People came
from distances of 40 miles and more,
by train, trolley, auto and team,
crowding the barn floor to its fullest
capacity.
Sterling addresses were
made by ministers from a distance,
and testimony flowed freely when' opportunity offered.
An interestingchildren's meeting was held in the
afternoon.
An arranged program
was carried out by the children under the guidance of the superintendent, after which they were addressed
by a number of the brethren present.
We were not able to remain for the
evening meeting.
No doubt it was
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under God's gracious blessing, and
we trust the result of the effort may
redound to His glory.
The following thought-compelling
letter is given with the hope that all
of us may learn to exercise larger
charity as regards the expressions
and opinions of our brethren who are
just as desirous that the truth of
God may prevail as we ourseif can
be.
Cassville, Wis.
July 15, 1916.
The Evangelical Visitor,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Dear Editor:—
The articles "Saved and Sanctified"
have been read with more or less
care and interest.
It impresses me
that we need the spirit of tolerance.
The Bible is the inerrant Word of
God, and yet there is in it the human element: Paul, John and Peter
all have their distinctive individuality: each approach the same subject
differently, but each have the same
fundamental truth.
A recent criticism of "Billy" Sunday and his method ran thus "For the most part
method is human but truth is divine."
May it be possible that in
the discussion "Saved and Sanctified" the method has been largely
human but the truth presented divine?
It would seem that there is a difference with a distinction. There can
be no question but what the Atonement meets every need created by
sin, but here we meet the God^ward
and the man-ward aspect of truth.
What God has made possible is one
thing, and what man has applied
often is a widely different thing. God
prepares, man accepts.
It would
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seem that Paul distinguishes (in
Romans) between man being in
Christ as his federal head, and the
application of that atonement to the
every day life of the believer by the
Holy Spirit.
Intellectual acceptance of truth is not enuf, it must be
vitalized in the life of the individuai
by the Holy Spirit.
Be tolerant in
method but intolerant in truth.
Thinking that the above tho'ts
might add something to what has already been said, I submit the same
herewith. Such discussions, if done
in the spirit of the Master, I consider very profitable, especially when
the contention is for truth and not
for the method.
Wishing you God's best in your
work of the Kingdom I am
Very cordially,
L. P. Cassel.
P. S.—The articles by the Missionaries in foreign lands are read with
more than ordinary interest.
From Our Hope for August we
gather the information that the
Methodist Episcopal denomination,
possibly the strongest body, numerically, among the Protestant denominations, through its General Conference held recently in Saratoga, N. Y.,
eliminated from its ritual the word
"devil."
It is well known that
Methodism is strongly infected with
Destructive Higher Criticism. This
cult has long sneered at this word
denying that such a being exists, but
claiming that the belief in a devil
and demons is of Babylonish origin,
and that the Jews learned about such
beings during their stay in Babylon.
So, in order to be up-to-date, the
devil has to be expunged from the
ritual.
But that action does not

dispose of that being. _ Our Lord
spake of him as being a liar and the
father of it (John 8: 44). But now
as he increasingly manifests his
power, his personality is increasingly denied.
But that there is such
a being, an old serpent, the dragon,
Satan, the devil, the names the Word
of God in both Testaments gives to
him, they will find out some time.
This being as the god of this age,
will yet be the instigator of the predicted great tribulation. That Conference also by agreement decided to
eliminate from the baptismal formula the words "conceived and born in
sin."
Of this the editor of Our
Hope says: "This is still more serious. The Bible doctrine of the absolute corruption of human nature,
that foundation fact of the Gospel,
is unpalatable to the advocates of a
universal fatherhood of God and
brotherhood of man.
That man is
lost and is in need of salvation is
more and more rejected. They speak
now of a scientific regeneration—
whatever that may mean.
When a
rock rolls down the hillside its motion becomes swifter and swifter.
And so it is with the apostasy. But
oh—the crash when the rock strikes
bottom!"

Since conference a number of subscribers when renewing remembered
that in order to continue to keep the
subscription price at one dollar a
year generous donations to the Visitor Fund are necessary, and have
added such donation to the Fund as
they were impressed.
We reported
the first of such donations in a former issue—that of D. B. Keeports, 50
cents. Since then the following have
contributed 25 cents each: J. B.
Funk, Lizzie Graybill, Susan S. Shut-
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ter, Henry Eyer, H. M. Feaster, D.
L. Books, Amanda Zeager, Mrs. W.
T. Mc Neal, Geo. Lenhart, J. B.
Winger, Mrs. John Gaul.
A brother, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
$1.00; A. J. Heise, $5.00; E. Climenhaga, $1.00; Sr. Mary Keefer, $1.25.

relief, and oppressing certain sections more severely."
"Doors for relief open in Persia
and Russia."
"Armenians in some places eating
grass."
"Winter coming on."

If the sister who lives in Troy,
Ohio, and who sent her testimony in
verse, will give her name, her verses
may receive recognition.
It is against the rules to give attention to
anonymous letters.
„ ,,
7 : •*•
. .
• Don t cut down your missionary
contribution.
Don't risk it.
Be
on the safe side of your immortal
duty; sacrifice and give a little more.
^^
The following item under the title
Massacred and Exiled Arminians, appears in an exchange. "The sufferings of the Armenians continue. The
Missionary Review says, 'The havoc
wrought by the Turks can be better
realized when we think of that number of Armenians, men, women, and
children, massacred or starved to
death in the past year would take
three days and two nights to pass
a given point marching twenty abreast without a break!
Many of
the Armenian exiles, deported from
their homes by Turkish soldiers, are
reduced to eating grass and are dying of starvation by hundreds.' "
"Latest estimates give the total of
Armenian dead, under the present
persecution, as' 750,000."
"Destitute
and
desperate,
1,000,000."
"Received by the American Committee for Armenian and Syrian Relief, $6,000,000."
"Needed, at rate of $52,800 a
month, the sum of $5,000,000."
"Turkey shutting some doors of

Our attention has been called to
the fact that the name of Eld. W. J.
Myers of Massillon, Ohio, does not
appear in the list of recognized evangelists in General Conference Minutes.
In explanation we may say
as there was no request made to
,
,.
4.1 T> i
Jave his name so appear, the Board
failed to re ort
P
^ t o conference. The
Board had no reason to omit his
name, and gives him that recognition
•••
When a news-item a few weeks
ago announced to the world that an
minister was arrested
on Saturday night at a moving picture show for insulting a woman it
came to us as a distinct shock, because of what we know this particular church or denomination stands
for. It is not a denomination that
is hoary with age, and in consequence has drifted from its original
moorings. Its founders may yet be
remembered by some of its oldest
members, or nearly so. The tenets
of the denomination are distinctly
evangelical and presumably the minister in question professes to be a
twice-born man, and more, a man
sanctified or holy, as these are fundamentals of the church's doctrines.
Anyway what business has a minister of Christ's gospel to have a
habit of patronizing the moving picture show?
That institution
which it is claimed cannot be profitably run without introducing the

'
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highly sensational and near-salacious: t h a t institution t h a t is reputed to be more destructive of morals
of boys and girls, and young people,
t h a n even t h a t monster of iniquity,
t h e saloon!
We submit, will such a
man habitually patronize such an
institution ?
I t seems to us it is a
case of a man, or woman, for t h a t
matter, tempting the devil to tempt
him, or her.
Ephraim shaW say,
W h a t have I more to do with idols?
I have seen H i m !
"Let him t h a t
thinketh he standeth take heed lest
he fall."
.,,
Misconstrued Scripture, is the title
of a series of short articles t h a t Bish.
JJ-I
j.
i.
T T l r 7 1 ,
J. K. Zook has undertaken to write
•c rt. v \7-'-+
A f i • u +u r I
for t h e Visitor, and of which the first
,
. ,,
, •
number appears m the current issue
i.
XT J U4. iu
•
stand, a passage of scripture is apt to
on page ten.
No doubt the series
put us a s t r a y on t h e line of Scripwill be velcomed by t h e readers beture truth.
It is, however, within
cause to wrongly interpret, or imderthe privilege of every reader to critically consider and examine what
any writer may write on this line,
No reader is obliged to accept anything t h a t another may write on this
or any other line unless it carries
with it t h e stamp of t r u t h .
Jesus
prayed, Sanctify them t h r u thy
t r u t h : t h y Word is t r u t h . "
So His
t r u e Word carries with it power to
sanctify.
These articles will follow
each others in successive issues of
the paper and we bespeak for them
careful reading.
•'"
Almost all our boys and girls like
to read.
Reading is educative if
right things are read.
Many get
into t h e habit of reading stories, and
there is a tendancy to reach a place

where nothing else is wanted.
It is.
therefore important t h a t there is
discernment between good and bad,
useful and useless, educative or
merely entertaining, reading matter,
When we get hold of something really good—informing as well as entertaining—we like to tell the boys and
girls about it. A recent book ©f this
kind t h a t came to hand is one entitied "In Nature's Haunts with youthful Minds."
As its title indicates
its theme is the things otf nature
with which all come in contact and
which are always things of woriderment to the young.
90

ages

The book has

t h e si z o f t h e
T f
ts
nce

be n§
J
P
'
^af
j "
9
es
0 8
1*
"^ '
* .P
P
^? «
50ci.
We regard it as an excellent
, , ,
.
, . „
book to give as a reward m Sunday
, , & , ....
. ,. ,
, •.. f,
us
about and
it. will be glad to supply it
schools,
6
.
' ...
,
.
„/.,
7
m quantities at reduced rates. W r i t e
We intend to send out order blanks
nn £,
+ .^
for Sunday
School supplies early in
August, and would kindly request all
who have the m a t t e r in hand to place
their orders as early as possible. The
publishers are making strong efforts
to be ready to mail the supplies early
in September.
So please send your
orders promptly. We are also ready
to send circulars descriptive of our
newest Wall Mottoes of which your
School may, want a supply.
<t>

,•'•»'*."'...,-*,
, We are very glad for t h e three l e ^
t e r s f r o m the three mission stations
™ A f n c a " ? h e f ™ they b r m g are
cheering yet not without m t o r m a tion which may give our hearts a
concern of prayer in behalf of the
work, the workers, and t h e native
believers, as also for the many who
are chosing t o close their eyes to the
light.
TTT
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In order to save t h e worlc of r e the w h o l e w e w i l l here e x p l a i n
t h a t t h e first number b e g i n s w i t h 1, a n d
t h e last is 4i>.
In a n y future report
t h e first w i l l be SO. EDITOR.

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. £ £ £ .

RECEIVED FOR MAINTENANCE.
Offerings for maintenance for the past
year June 15, 1915 to July 1, 1916.
Heretofore the only public report of
maintenance donations was given in
General Conference Minutes.
Only the
totals were reported.
From remarks
made at General Conference this year it
would appear that a report by items
would be preferred. Instead of giving the
name of the doner we prefer to report by
number and address. The school management is very grateful for the help received from the friends of the work anl
hope and pray that the nature of ths
work in the future may be such as to
justify a continuance of sympathy and
support.
Offering box, $1.05: Palmyra, $20.00;
Grantham, $100.00; Grantham, $10.00;
"It. Joy, $15.00; Batteaux, Ont., $10.00:
Rowenna, $10.00; Greencastle, $4.25:
Abilene, Kans., $15.00; Cambridge City,
Ind., $20.00; Hatfield, $1.00; Mt. Joy,
$25.00; Grantham, $20.00; Grantham,
$15.00; Lancaster, $10.00; Rowenna,
$210.00; Mowersville, $10.00; Hamlin,
Kans., $10.00; Grantham, $10.00; Waynesboro, $34.27; Chambersburg, $2.00;
Grantham, $ .48; Harrisburg, $10.00;
Detroit, Kans., $30.00; Greencastle, $10;
Greencastle, $25.00; Waynesboro, $10;
Washington Boro, $13.16; Elizabethtown, $25.00; Philadelphia, $10.00; Boiling Springs, $5.00; Greencastle. $15.00;
Grantham, $15.00; Grantham, $3.37:
Abilene, Kans., $15.00; Grantham, $3.80;
Martinsburg, $10.00; Grantham, $10.00;
Grantham, $5.00; Harrisburg, $10.00;
Mansfield, 0., $1.50; Mansfield. 0., $1.00:
Washington Boro, $13.00; Grantham,
$25,00;^ Clarence Center, N. Y., $10.00;
Grantham, $12.50; Waynesboro, $20.00;
Offering, $72.16; Abilene, Kans., $5.00.
Total for the year, $938.54.
Special for missionary student, Elizabethtown, $50.00.
Missionary endowment Fund, Elizabethtown, $5.00.
EXPLANATORY NOTE.
By an o v e r s i g h t of the compositor t h e
numbers w e r e o m i t t e d in t h e a b o v e
s t a t e m e n t a s i s stated in t h e i n t r o d u c -

• »»
EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN LIFE.
An Oration.
By RAY

CRIST.

Education, today, is one of the
most vital factors in life.
Not only
to t h e individual has it become of
gigantic importance, but also to the
state and the church.
The state recognizing this importance has established her present system of educational t r a i n i n g ; the
church aware of the universal benefits of a sound education is constructing a system of scholastic training
upon a mammoth scale.
Both acknowledge the paramount value of
education to the individual and to
the church.
As a factor in character building
education reveals its great value to
the individual. The character of man
is the sum total of all his thoughts
and actions. Education brings forth
noble thoughts, creates pure actions.
To a great extent character depends
upon the reasoning power of the individual.
But clear t h o u g h t and
sound reason is to him alone who has
had mental training.
A man's Godgiven mental powers are best cultivated and trained by education. The
man whose character has been
strenghened, whose mental grasp h a s
been quickened, whose whole being
has been renewed in might and power by the training he has given to his
intellect, this man, when he is confronted by the difficult problems of
life views them all in their different
aspects, pronounces upon' them a
sound, matured judgment, pursues
t h a t decision to a finish.
He looks
forward, sees the future, looks unflinchingly at the face of consequence and result, and so avoids
many a bitter dissappointment, many
a hard failure.
Again, one's mental horizon is enlarged by education.
His vision of
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life is widened, his outlook upon humanity deepened; he understands
the needs, the feelings, the desires
of his fellow creatures; for them his
sympathies are quickened, and he
reaches forth the helping hand of a
brother. To him a new door of opportunity is opened and he beholds
the marvels and beauties of nature.
"The garnered and winnowed wisdom of the ages is his daily food, all
the sages of all the ages have thought
and talked and written and wrought
for him."
Education as a moral factor cannot be estimated, so great are its returns for good.
Statistics are but
a poor and incomplete means whereby to measure this good, since they
never overestimate, but frequently
underestimate their subject.
However, laying aside this handicap, statistics have proved that no less than
75% of the criminals of our country
have not had even a common school
education.
Compare with this the
fact that 75% of those who stand
for that which is highest and best
in private and public life are well
educated.
Truthfully has it been
said that "In every age and in every
country, ignorance and superstition
have, as a rule been synonymous
with vice and crime, while a revival
of learning has been followed by an
uplift in moral standards."
Great
indeed is the power of proper education to inspire pure and upright conduct.
Not alone to the individual is education a benefit but also to the
church body. The man who speaks
sound reason and sound doctrine is
the man with an education.
His
sense of understanding is quickened,
and he readily grasps the truths of
the scriptures.
Without his guiding hand, deprived of his spiritual insight, the church would be woefully
crippled.
In the pulpit this man,
his education backed and supported
by the Holy Spirit, establishes the
ministry and makes it the backbone
of the church.
In a sense the editors of the great
denominational presses may be class-
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ed in the ministry.
These editors are called the modern men of
Issachar.
They, being trained and
educated, see the signs of the times,
and the great problems of humanity
and they tell the people what to do.
their messages are read in the sick
room; by the overworked housewife;
by the perplexed and weary business
man; and even by the minister.
What a load of responsibility they
carry! The great need of education
here!
Education not only in the
school of books, but also in the school
of experience.
Through education
alone they are able to grapple with
the questions of the day and interpret them into language that can be
read alike by young and old, learned
and ignorant.
Now, if the church at home, where
the people are generally enlightened,
is in need of education, how much
more is it needed in foreign lands
where ignorance and superstition
reign supreme. Is not education a
very great help in overthrowing the
wily and deeprooted principles and
the high towering throne of Satan?
Where in all the world is an education so helpful as in these heathen
lands?
Paul, who preached to the
heathen and pagan Gentiles, of foreign countries was thoroughly educated in the laws and customs of the
Jews and in the philosophy of the
Greeks. His education was a great
aid to him in writing his numerous
letters and epistles. , Even Christ,
our example, our hope, grew and increased in wisdom and stature. If
Paul, the Apostle, thought education
essential to Christian work abroad,
and if Christ, our Redeemer sanctioned it by his own example, how
much more ought we to acknowledge
the benefit of education to the
church in foreign work.
What has made the church the
strongest institution of the day? Is
it not the prevalence of that blessed
P5ook, the Bible?
Handed down to
us on Jewish ani Greek scrolls, this
9, b!e has been translated to tho English Language. From these tongues
it has been put into 50 others and
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CONTRIBUTED
MISCONSTEUED SCEIPTUEE.
I.
B y J . R.

ZOOK.

"The anointing which ye have received of him abideth in you, and ye
need not that any man teach you,
but as the same anointing teacheth
you of all things, and is truth, and
is no lie, and even as it hath taught
you, ye shall abide in him" (I John
2: 27).
Many have erred on this scripture
thinking and teaching that human
instrumentalities were, and are eliminated entirely.
Let us examine the text carefully
and see what we find.
To whom' is the apostle writing?
Ans.
The Church, the body of
450 dialects. It has been circulated
by educated men until now there are
50 times more Bibles than there
were from the time of Adam to the
beginning of the 19th century. To
this wide translation and distribution education lays its claim.
In the light of all this it must be
admitted as a sacred truth that the
church and the Bible, in the prominence which they today occupy are
the result of education used as a tool
in the hands of the Master Workman
—the almighty God, our Father.
Finally, since education forms the
foundation fox a good strong mentality, enlarges the mental horizon and
exerts a strong moral influence;
since education is the tool and instrument wherewith God has founded and
developed His church, both at home
and abroad and wherewith He has
forwarded His work to all humanity,
therefore we are led, aye more, we
are forced to conclude that education
Is the most vital human factor in life.
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Christ, and His ambassadors and representatives on earth?
And is the Church not expected to
be filled with all the fulness of God,
a spiritual house for the habitation
of God,—to live and walk in?
Paul makes this very clear in his
first letter to the Thessalonians,
chapter 2:13: "For this cause also
thank we God without ceasing, because, when ye received the word of
God which ye heard of us, ye received it not as the word of man, but
as it is in truth, the word of God,
which effectually worketh also in you
that believe."
The apostles were faithful to the
Great Commission of God, in His Son
Jesus, "Go ye therefore, and teach all
nations . . . . teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have
commanded you," etc (Matt. 28: 19.
20).
"He gave some apostles, and some
prophets, and some evangelists, and
some pastors and teachers; for the
perfecting of the saints, for the work
of the ministry, for the edifying of
the body of Christ" (Eph. 4: 11, 12).
This is sufficient scriptural proof
that God uses the real Church militant with her various gifts and callings (I Cor. 12; Rom. 12) to teach
and preach the word not only to sinners but also to the Church herself.
Now what can and does John mean
when he asserts, "Ye need not any
man to teach you" etc? He simply
means that the real Church of Christ
needs not to resort to worldly men,
unsaved men, even worldly-wise
men, even tho' scholarly, to receive
the exposition of the word of God,
because Paul says that man by wisdom never knew God, and then how
could they teach the real saints? A
thing impossible.
It is very noticeable, and sadly
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true, that they who misconstrue the
The fundamental
thought of
textual scripture, insist that they Bramanism was that Brama was the
themselves, are called of the Lord to first being, that he was serene inteldeliver messages and deny the same ligence.
He was the outcome of
privilege to others using this text as meditation which produced a golden
their authority.
egg from which eminated—Brama.
By assuming the right to teach From the mouth of Brama by his
and preach, tho' they forbid others meditation flowed out everything
they kill their own construction and that existed,
interpretation.
The Braman believed that nature
w a s a n illusi on an
Such interpretations produce the
.
d the existence of
, n 7. .
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., man was evil.
Any person who
grossest fanaticism and incongruity,
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ly existed except Brama.
The caste system existing in Hin•'•
duism found its origin in Brama.
THE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD. The four great castes of Bramanists
are
Hinduism
' ^ e n e ad,—priests; The arms,—
warriors; The thigh,—laborers; The
B y ANNA TUCKER.
j d e d a n d These
hfeet,—lower
a y e
b e e n
d i vclass.
su b-divided
castes
Hinduism is the religion of the m a n y t i m e s . The title of the priests,
people of India. It is said to be the _Brahmans, was derived from thenmost complex religion, most ancient imaginary Divinity—Brahma. The
yet newest, most massive yet loose- Braman religion taught that were a
ly woven, most composite yet sim- m a n e v i l i n h i s ]ife> h e w o u I d h a v e
plest, contains the noblest and basest t o g 0 downward after death and his
elements. This religion has no one s p i r i t m u s t endure numbers of reperson as its founder but is a relig- b i r t h s in the body of lower animals
ion of religions. Many minds have before he could have reached the
added to it new thoughts until its s t a t e o f m a n a g a i n f r o m w hi c h, if
literature has become cumbrous, h e i i v e d right, he could finally reach
which literature is the main object Brama.
of worship.
The ritualism of the Brahmans
Originally the literature was call- proved to be equally as unsatisfaced Veda, or knowledge, of which tory to the soul as the Vedic poetry,
there were four main divisions: the This condition naturally gave rise to
Rig Veda, Sama Veda, Yajur Veda a greater striving after peace which
and Artharva Veda. But the inade- resulted in the U painshad—philosoquacy of this literature to satisfy phical speculations of the Bramans.
the spiritual need drove the longing
Some peculiarities about Hinduseeking soul of the people to another ism are: it has more intimate allistage of this religion—Bramanism. ance with philosophy than any
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other; it is more tolerant in theory,
by meeting a few Bramanist conditions any doctrine may be distortedly embraced by it; it has subtle
thought and a complex system difficult to solve by the student. There
is no central figure about whom their
religion is written, for besides
Brama there are many other gods.
Ranking next to Brama are Vishnu
and Siva, these three form the Bramanists' trinity.
The strength of this religion "lies
in its hoary antiquity; its tremendous hold on the people thru priestly
domination and caste system; and in
the laxness of its moral standards.
A fair statement of the best points
in Hinduism would emphasize the
following:
(a) Its teaching concerning the sanctity of life; (b) its
fruitfulness in the line of the passive
virtues of patience, gentleness, submissiveness; (c) its introduction of
religion into the common things of
life. These very points of strength
are it weakness."
Points of weakness in the Hindu
religion are:
"(a) It has robbed
man of a personal God;
(b) It has
robbed man of consciousness;
(c)
It has robbed man of all true sense
of the freedom of the will;
(d) It
has led man into the grossest idolatry."
The early nature worship
developed into Pantheism. This religion is morally depraving.
"(e)
The caste system destroys social
life;
(f) Hinduism has placed woman in a place of utter degradation."
For many centuries Hinduism was
practically the sole religion.
Other
religions have come in and to a certain extent crowded it out yet it is
still prominent in the Indian peninsula, and especially dominant in
those parts where modern civilization has not yet found its way.

"The people of India are our fellow
subjects." Since we, as a Christian na
tion, have the true Light of the Gospel, we should not hesitate to obey
the Divine summons, to carry the
glad tidings to them.
Their many
and great philosophers have failed,
in their immense libraries of religious literature, to direct to a path of
rest and happiness for the soul. "For
Christianity alone has elements to
satisfy the deepest aspirations of
Hinduism."
Dayton, Ohio.
The next article on Confusianism.
IS IT WRONG TO BE EDUCATED.
By P. J. W B I B E .

There was a time in the history of
our church when education was looked upon with disfavor.
Occasionally some minister would preach against it. No doubt our fathers were
honest in their belief and considered
it their duty to cry out against that
which seemed to them to be an evil.
Perhaps they had more reason to oppose education than we have.
In
the first place, opportunities for education were not as good then as they
are now. People had to work hard
to make a living and had no
time left to devote to the training of
the mind. In the second place, the
necessity for education was not as
great.
A certain author, in describing the
Pennsylvania Dutch, gives the following reasons why they were opposed to education. Many of them fled
from the old country on account of
religious persecution.
Some of the
most learned men were the most bitter in persecuting those who did not
accept the teaching of the State
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Church. Is it any wonder our fath- seem to know much more than other
ers dreaded education.
Another people, that they feel inclined to be
But if they keep on with
reason was because they were divid- proud.
ed into so many religious sects, each their education and find out how
cne too small to maintain its own much there is to be learned and how
school, and too jealous of its peculiar little they can learn in this short life
doctrines to send their children to time, they get over that proud feeling.'
schools of other denominations.
We cannot help but respect our
"A little learning is a dangerous
fathers for the way in which they
thing!
stood up for their convictions, but
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian
shall we continue to believe a thing
spring;
is wrong when it is not wrong?
Is
There shallow draughts intoxicate
there any argument in the Bible or
the brain,
any where else that proves that eduAnd drinking largely sobers us acation is wrong?
Let us see.
gain.
In I Cor. 8: 1, Paul says, "KnowFired at first sight with what the
ledge puffeth up, but charity edifinurse imparts.
eth."
Some people seem to think
In fearless youth we tempt the
that the first part of this sentence
heights of art,
condemns education.
But does it?
While from the bounded level of
Is Paul talking about education ? He
our mind
is talking about eating things offered
Short views we take, nor mind the
to idols. Paul was a well educated
length behind;
man and it was not in his mind at all
But more advanced, behold with
to condemn education. He does not
strange surprise,
say it is wrong to have knowledge,
New distant scenes of endless
for in the first part of the verse he
science rise."—Pope.
tells us that we all have knowledge.
Whenever you hear any one boastIf it were wrong to have knowledge
ing
of his knowledge, take it for ,
we would have to get rid of it. But
that would be contrary to the Bible, granted he is not well educated, but
for Peter says, "Add to your virtue only beginning to get a glimpse into
knowledge" (II Pet. 1:5).
the large field of knowledge.
There are those who are opposed
Does knowledge really puff up?
to
education because they say it is
Yes, it does. But who is it that is
not
necessary for our salvation. That
puffed up by knowledge?
The person who is really educated, or the one is true. The most ignorant person
But God demands
who is just beginning to get an edu- can be saved.
cation?
As a rule, it is the latter. service of us (Ex. 8: 1), and the betWhat then is the remedy ? Let them ter educated we are the better we can
go on with their education and they serve Him. In fact certain kinds of
will get over that puffed-up feeling. service can be done only by educated
Unfortunately people have to go thru people.
that stage when they are inclined to
Many of God's most faithful serfeel proud of what they know. Their vants could not have done the work
present state seems to them so diff- .they did if they had not been eduerent from what it wras and they cated. Moses, Luke and Paul were
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all educated men. Many of the early
Church Fathers and reformers were
highly educated.
Others are opposed to education
because of certain mistakes that educated people have made.
Let us
look at this fairly and squarely. Education increases a man's power for
good as well as for evil. Because an
educated man uses his power in the
service of some evil cause is no reason why he could not use it in the
service of some good cause. If you
see an educated man make a mistake
are you sure he would not have made
that same mistake if he had not been
educated?
Some one has figured
out that there is only one man out
of a hundred who has a college education.
Have you ever thought of
it, that where one educated man is
doing the wrong thing there are perhaps a hundred uneducated men who
are doing the same thing! But the
action of the educated man is more
readily noticed because he is more
prominent.
Because our fathers got along well
without an education is no reason to
think that we can do the same.
Times have changed. So, dear young
people, whatever you do, get an education.
If you cannot go to school
study at home, but don't be content
without an education.
It is quite
probable that some young people
who read this will neglect to get an
education, and will regret it ever
after.
Others will be educated and
will be happy for it ever after. Have
you ever heard an educated man say
he was sorry that he had an education?
But how often do you hear
people say they wish that they would
have had an opportunity to get an
education.
However, let not your
education be the means of leading
you away from Jesus Christ. While
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that is possible, it is by no means necessary.
A great deal depends on
the teachers.
Therefore it is allimportant to select the right school.
If it is impossible for us to get an
education, we can all heed the warning of Jesus, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness;
and all these things shall be added
unto you" (Matt. 6: 33).
Summary:—The Bible does not
condemn education.
Many men of
God in the early Church favored it
by their writings and by getting it
themselves. Educated people of today do not condemn it. The conditions of the times demand it. Education increases our capacity for enjoyment. It multiplies our chances
by 250, and opens many avenues of
service which otherwise would be
closed. Above all it gives us a better opportunity to serve God and our
fellowmen. It is possible to be educated and still be an humble child of
God.
"A wise man will kear, and will
increase learning" (Prov. 1 : 5 ) .
"Wise men lay up knowledge"
(Prov. 10: 14).
Lordsburg, Cal.

THE BLESSEDNESS OF HEAKING AND
DOING.
By MIRIAM B4CNNER.

''But he said, yea, rather blessed
are they that hear the word of God,
and keep it" (Luke 11: 28).
These are Jesus' own words. As
He had been speaking to the multitude, a woman lifted up her voice
and said, "Blessed is the womb that
bare thee, and the paps which thou
hast sucked."
Then Jesus answered with the above words.
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Is not this a blessed privilege? All
those that hear and do are blessed.
Are we not blessed in this land of
Christian liberty where the Word of
God is free for every one to read, and
taught so widespread? Are not we
blessed who have had the pure Word
of God taught to us from our youth
up, probably having heard the word
of God read every morning and every
evening by godly fathers and mothers, and who have trained our child
ish feet to walk in ways of righteousness?
Are not we blessed?
Does every one have this privilege?
Far from it, as our vision is cast
over the world. There are men and
women living to-day who have never
heard of the Word of God and of its
power to save. There are men and
women to-day who are ignorant and
benighted, who have no light of the
blessed Word of God for they have
never heard of it.
How often do we as Christian people rejoice in the God of our salvation, and wonder how we could live
without this blessed hope.
"Oh, to have no Christ, no Savior,
How dark this world must be."
Is there any way of helping those
who have not heard the Word of
God?
Yes, Jesus gives the command "Go." We shall go and teach
them, then shall they have like privilege with us and like blessing. The
Word says, "How beautiful are the
feet of those who bring glad tidings
of good things:"
Does the blessing alone lie in hearing the Word of God ? No, far from
it. Jesus says, "they that hear the
Word of God and keep it.
Healing may require little time
and energy but the keeping of it requires all our time and energy.
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
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with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind, and with
all thy strength.
"O, may it all my pow'rs engage
To do my Master's Will."
To keep the Word of God will require our life-long service for we
should walk "even as He walked."
True, we cannot do this in our own
strength but in His.
"Wait upon the Lord, be of good
courage and He shall strengthen
thine heart, wait, I say, on the
Lord."
In Jesus' Name.
Your
sister through Him.
Sellersville, Pa., July 25, 1916.

THE BIBLE.
An address g i v e n by Sr. Mary Zools
a t t h e Convention of tlie Sunday Schools
of Buffalo t w p . , Mc Donald Co., Mo.,
Jnne 35, 1916.

I will first give the expression of
my heart in the lines of a song:
"Like a star of the morning in its
beauty,
Like a sun is the Bible to my soul;
Shining clear on the way of love
and duty,
As I hasten on my journey to the
goal.
'Tis a light in the wilderness of
sorrow,
And a lamp to the weary pilgrim
way;
And it guides to the bright eternal morning,
Shining more and more unto the
perfect day.
'Tis the voice of a friend forever
near us,
In the toil and battle here below,
As I walk thru the valley it will
cheer me,
Till the glory of His kingdom I
shall know.
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It shall stand in its beauty and its
glory,
When the earth and the heavens
pass a w a y :
Ever telling the blessed wondrous
story,
Of the loving Lord the only livingway.
The Bible is a most wonderful
book.
I t is the Book of books. No
other book can take its place.
It
is the word of God, and has stood
since t h e beginning of time, and it
will stand for all time to come. Jesus
said, "Heaven and e a r t h will pass
away, but my word will not pass away."
If it were not for this blessed book
we would know nothing of our
origin.
I t teaches us that, In the
beginning God created the heavens
and the earth, and all things t h a t are
therein.
And when all was finished He saw t h a t it was good.
And
God said, "Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness." Here we
learn t h a t we were made in t h e likeness and image of God.
Not as the
skeptic and the infidel say t h a t we
originate from the lower animals and
have passed through a series of evolutions and so have become what we
are.
I am glad we don't need to believe t h a t record, but we believe
w h a t the word of God says about it.
It teaches us too t h a t we have an
immortal soul t h a t will live as long
as God lives, and t h a t — t h o u g h man
fell from his high estate, in which he
was created, ample provision has
been made t h a t we may be redeemed
from the fall.
That we, by accepting the conditions of the gospel,—repentance and faith in the Son of God,
can be made "New creatures in
Christ Jesus," and live a life of purity and holiness in this life, and in
the world to come enjoy eternal felicity forevermore.
It also teaches us t h a t there is a
place of punishment for the wicked
who will not accept t h e teaching of
this holy Book, and live in rebellion
against its holy laws.
The Bible teaches us in all manner
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of living.
It teaches the husband
how to t r e a t his wife, and the wife
also as to her t r e a t m e n t of the husband; and if its teaching were followed there would be no divorces,
nor people living in adultery, which
is one of the greatest curses to our
nation.
It teaches parents how to raise
their families.
I t teaches children
how t o honor, reverence, and obey
their parents.
I t teaches us how to
dress, not in worldly conformity, but
in modest apparel with shamefacedness and sobriety. Not the wearing
of gold or costly array (I Pet. 3 : 3 ;
I Tim. 2 : 9 ) .
It '-.aches us too-to
love our enemy.
If he is hungry we
should feed him, if he is t h i r s t y we
should give him drink, for by so doing we shall heap coals of fire on his
head. If the nations were to fight
their battles on these principles
there would be no need of the awful
modern instruments of warfare for
the destruction of humanity.
The influence of this blessed book
is. far-reaching; much more'. so t h a n
the majority of people comprehend.
And wiiile t h e masses are rejecting
its teaching they do not realize the
blessings they enjoy because of its
influence.
Our laws are based upon
its teaching, and t h e high standard
of civilization, education, and invention, are due to this blessed Book and
its teaching.
We only need to take
a glimpse into the dark lands where
this blessed light has not penetrated
and we see men and women groping
in grossest darkness and misery and
squalor, bowing dowa to gods made
with their own hands, torturing their
own bodies in every imaginable way
in order to gain peace and rest to
their souls.
But it cannot be found
in this way, and they are "Forever
vainly seeking light."
A blatant infidel once chided a converted chief on a Cannibal Island for
being such a weakling as to believe
and accept the teaching of the Bible.
The chief said to him, "Do you see
t h a t block out yonder?
If it weise
not for the Bible we would take you
out there and cut your head off; and
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do you see t h a t oven out yonder? If teaching from cover to cover, no
it were not for the Bible we would m a t t e r what others may say.
put you in there and roast you and
eat you."
So I suppose he was glad. "It shall stand in its beauty and its
glory,
for once t h a t the Bible had preceded
When
the earth and the heavens
him.
pass
away;
Women in those dark lands are
Ever
telling
the blessed wondrous
down trodden and considered nostory,
thing more than a mere beast of burOf the loving Lord, the only "livden, or a slave to the uncontrolled
ing way."
lust of the lustful men.
Woman
has only attained to the dignified Goodman, Mo.
position t h a t she enjoys in this and
other civilized lands because of the
influence of the Bible. It is there
John H. Converse, the locomotive
we learn t h a t though she was first builder and philanthropist, said in
in the fall, she became first in t h e answer to a question from a p a r t n e r :
plan of redemption.
But, sad to say
Many men give a tenth of their inin these last days she has overstepped the boundary line, and has gone come, and feel t h a t t h a t amount has
far beyond the precincts of the home been established by Scripture and by
and motherhood, and places herself custom among Christians; but the
in a sphere where she does not be- mercies which my heavenly F a t h e r
long.
This however is not univer- has bestowed upon me have been
sal and does not apply to all.
We
still have some noble fathers and such as to make me feel t h a t a tenth
mothers who are trying to raise their would not begin to requisite Him. In
the last" few years I have been giving
children in t h e fear of God.
We thank God for the institution away from two-thirds to threeof the Sabbath School, and believe fourths of my increase."
t h a t much good seed is being sown
in the hearts of the young by faithful teachers.
We believe t h a t great
PETER'S LOAN.
care should be taken as to tjhe kind
of literature t h a t is used in the Sabbath School in these days when there "Lend m» thy boat," the Master kindly
said
are so many unsound modern theories afloat.
Much of the Bible liter- To Simon, Wearied with unfruitful toil,
ature savors of "Higher Criticism," He lent it gladly asking but the smile
"New Theology," t h e "Fatherhood of Of Him who had not where to lay His
head,
God and the Brotherhood of man,",
and many others of which we need to But Jesus knows our need of daily bread,
beware.
While they all claim to be And will be no man's debtor. If awhile
Christian, it is nothing less than in- He uses Simon's boat in kingly style
fidelity with a cloak about it.
In He will repay—a hundredfold instead.
most of these cults the "Virgin
b i r t h " and the divinity of our Lord is And Peter's Lord as yesterday the same
denied; self-betterment and improve- Walking though now unseen among His
own,
ment of the race is held forth instead of true repentance toward God Still condescends to ask from each a
loan,
and faith in the all atoning blood of
Jesus.
Without accepting Him as 0 humble toiler when He calls thy name,
The Master ne'er
our Savior and taking the Bible way Lend Him thy all.
forgets
we will never reach the goal.
Discouraged fisherman or empty nets.
Then, let each one of us today take
t h e good old Book and accept its
—-Sel. by Sara Grade.
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"Cast thy bread upon the waters and
it shall return to thee after many days"
(Eccl. 11: 1).
MISSIONARY ADDRESSES.
"My word shall not return to me void,
Bishop H. P. and Grace Steigerwald, but it shall accomplish that which I
Eld. H. J. and Emma Frey,, A. C. Wing- please and it shall prosper in the thing
er, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South whereto I sent it." (Isaiah 55: 11).
Afriea.
These words comfort us in this warm
H. Frances Davidson, Lewis Steckley,
season.
Surely if it were not for the
Mrs. Sallie Doner, Macha Mission, Choma,
fact that "not one word has failed of all
N. W. Rhodesia, South Africa.
His good promise" many of us would feel
Walter 0. and Abbie B. Winger, Miss at times that our labor in the Lord is
Hannah Baker, Miss Sadie Book, Miss vain.
Cora Alvis, Mtshabezi Mission, Bulawayo,
We know God has been with us in the
Private Bag, So. Rodesia, South Africa.
Though some do not seem
Eld. Isaac 0. and A. Alice Lehman, work here.
box 5263, Johannesburg, South Africa. to be willing to take the way, yet others
are earnest and are determined to go all
IBfDIA.
the way with Jesus. It does pay to be
Eld. H. L. and Katie Smith, Saharsa. true.
We know that heaven is cheap
Bhogalpur dist, B. & N. Wn Ry. India! at any cost or any loss. Therefore most
David H. and Lottie Rohrer, Effie Roh- gladly will we "Count all things but loss,
rer, Ruth Byer, Anita and Gladys Zarger, for the excellency of the knowledge of
Dauram Madhipura, North Bhagalpur, Christ Jesus, my Lord
that we
B. & W. Ry., India.
may win Christ and be found in Him"
• F o l l o w i n g n o t u n d e r Forelgrn
M i s s i o n (Phil. 3: 8, 9).
Board.
We have been greatly blessed and enMr. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Andra, B.
couraged by the presence of Bro. A. D.
N. R. India.
Address of missionaries on furlough. Baker, of Winnipeg for the last few
Mary E. Heisey, Clayton, Ohio R. R. weeks, and his messages have brought
cheer to our hearts. These are days ot"
1, Box 17.
Elizabeth Engle 211 E. 7th St. Abi- testing and trial, but God has promised
to make "all grace ABOUND toward us"
lene, Kansas.
and though there may be confusion and
OUR CITY MISSIONS.
turmoil without, "the peace of God that
passeth all understanding does keep our
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in hearts and minds through Christ Jesus"
charge of Geo. E. and Erne Whisler.
(Phil. 4: 6).
Hallelujah.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St.,
"Therefore, my beloved brethren, be
in charge of Sr. Sarah Bert, Bro. B. L. ye steadfast unmoveable, always aboundBrubaker and Sr. Nancy Shirk.
ing in the work of the Lord, forasmuch
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 1194 14th., as ye know that your labor is not in vain
St., in charge of Eld. J. R. and Anna in the Lord" (I Cor. 15: 58).
Zook.
"Behold, I come quickly and my reJabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in ward is with me to give to every maa ac•charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. 3.
cording as His work shall be" (Rev. 22:
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in
12).
charge of W. H. and Susie Boyer.
We thank all for their interest in the
San Francisco Mission, 3739-20th. St,
in charge, of Sr. Lizzie Winger and work of the Lord here and covet your
prayers in our behalf,
In His nane,
workers.
Philadelphia Mission 3423 N 2nd St.,
Carl J. Carson.
in charge of Eld. Wilbur Snyder & wife.
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FINANCIAL.
Eeport for two month ending July 15,
1916.
Balance carried over $61.95.
RECEIPTS.

__Sr. Gilbert, Polo, 111., $1.00; Jesse
Sheetz, Detroit, Kans., $1.00; Jennie
Sheetz, Abilene, Kans., $2.00; Rosebank,
S. S. Hope, Kans., $9.87; Bro. Royer, $1;
Asa Kreider, Shannon, 111., $5.00; In
His Name, $5.00; Sr. Burkholder, Morrison, 111., $1.00; In His Name, $5.00.
EXPENDITURES.

Table supplies, $54.80; gas and electric light, $10.67.
Total, $65.47.
Balance on hand, $27.35.
Grace and peace be multiplied unto all
saints through the knowledge of God,
and of Jesus our Lord. Amen.
Sarah H. Bert and Workers.
6<>rtf) HnlMtend St. Chicago, IM.

FROM AFRICA.
Choma, S. Africa.
June 5, 1916.
Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
It gives us pleasure to be able to greet
you from this part of the Lord's vineyard and to again report the progress
of the work at this place. We believe
there are people who are interested in
the advancement of the Lord's kingdom
on earth, and to such this is especially
addressed.
May the Lord enable you to join with
us in praying the prayer of faith in behalf of His work at this place.
Our
hearts are often made sad when we see
how many of those, who are steeped in
superstition, ignorance, and witchcraft,
and all the terrors these bring in their
train, reject deliverance when it is held
out to them.
Again we are made to
sympathize with the people in their temporal needs.
The season that should
have been the rainy one has been unusually dry and crops have suffered more
than we had at first supposed.
Those
who had their gardens on low land have
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been able to reap something, but many
of the others have very little grain, and
they are looking around to see where
they can procure food for themselves and
their families.
Work among the white men is scarce
on account of the war condition; and the
natives cannot sell their cattle, for they
are quarantined on account of disease
being among the cattle in some places.
So that it is difficult for them to procure
money with which to purchase food. We
have heard through the natives that the
government is planning to help them
some by giving them food in exchange
for work, but we do not know whether
this is true or not.
We have our hands full, for there are
over 60 pupils in the Industrial School,
and others are applying weekly, but we
are not able to receive them for want of
room and means.
We would probably
have nearly 100 by this time if we could
have taken all who desired to come. It
makes one sad to send them away to
their darkened, Christless homes; for
many of them might come to Christ if
they but had the opportunity.
We have just had the pleasure of a
visit from Brother Frey for ten days. We
hj,d a week's meeting both midday and
evening services while he was here. The
brother came filled with the Spirit and
broke the bread of life to us in a very
able and practical manner. During his
stay he baptized sixteen natives, and
married one couple. There were twentytwo applicants for baptism, but it was
thought best that six of them should remain in the Inquirers' Class a while
longer until they are better established.
Among the number baptized was a
mother over fifty years of age. She had
been converted several years ago, but
this was the first time she had applied
for baptism, perhaps because her tunband was so opposed to her being a
Christian. When the questions were asked prior to baptism, she gave a most
hearty assent, and at the close of the
lovefeast and communion service on Sunday she wept for joy and seemed reluctant to leave the place. She has a son,
two daughters, and two daughters-in(Continued on page 22.)
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To Subscribers:—1. Our terms are cash
in advance.
2. When writing to have your address changed, be sure to give both old
and new adress.
3. The date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.
4. If you do not receive the Visitor
within ten days from date of issue, write
us at once and we will send the number called for.
To the Poor—who are unable to pay
—we send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual requests.
Individual requests
must be renewed every six months as a
matter of good faith.
To Correspondents— 1. Articles for
publication should be written on one
side of the paper only. Write all business letters on separate sheets,
2. Communications without the authors name will receive no recognition.
3. Communications for the Visitor
should be sent to the Editor at least ten
days before .date of issue.
»
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OBITUARY.
ROSENBERGER.—Susanna L. Rosenberger, daughter of William and Prances
W. Rosenberger, was born Aug. 17, 1914,
died May 24, 1916, aged 1 year, 9 months
and 7 days.
Pneumonia and measles
were the cause of death.
Funeral service, conducted by Bish. S. R. Smith,
was held at Gratersford where interment
was also made.
BRUBAKER.—Bro. Jacob 0. Brubaker
of Elizabethtown, Pa., son of the late
deacon Daniel Brubaker, died July 18,
1916, aged 30 years, 7 months and 14
days.
Bro. Brubaker was a faithful
member of the Brethren in Christ church
and a devoted worker in Church and
Sunday school work.
He came to his
death by being thrown from an automobile while crossing a breaker. He leaves
to mourn his early departure, his wife
and three small children.
Funeral services conducted by Bish. L. 0. Musser
and Eld. J. N. Martin, were held at the
Brethren in Christ church in Elizabethtown, Pa.
Text Matt. 24: 44.
Interment in Mt. Pleasant cemetery.

BYER.—Bro. Archie Byer was born in
Brown Co., Kans., at the present family
home, October 26, 1888.
He attended
TRACTS.
school at Pleasant Hill (the home disWhat We believe and Why We believe trict) and graduated about 1904 at
which time he worked with the family
It, per hundred, 20(£.
An interesting Conversation, per hun- in the work of the farm until he was
twenty-four years old when he resumed
dred, 15«i.
school at the Messiah Bible School and
Death Eternal, per hundred, 15^.
Missionary Training Home of the BrethPrayer, per hundred, 15^.
ren in Christ church at Grantham, Pa.,
Scriptural Head Veiling, per hundred, continuing in school there for three
$1.25.
years. On account of ill health he went
The worm the Never Dies, per hun- home where he remained for several
dred, 15^.
months.
In September, 1915 he enterPoints for Consideration, per hundred, ed the Mennonite Sanitarium near La
12^.
Junta, Colo., where he died July 8. 1916,
Scripture Text Envelopes, per hun- aged 27 years, 8 months and 12 days. He
was an exemplary young man much
dred, 20f
Scripture Text Mottoes, $10.00 worth interested in church work and the Christian life. He was of a cheerful disposifor $6.00. Postage extra.
Orders f»r the above tracts, papers and tion, much attached to his immediate
envelopes should be addressed Geo. Det- family and the home, unselfish in nature
wiler, 1216 Walnut St., Harissburg, Pa. his thought was never of himself but always of others.
He united with the
Tracts are free to mission workers.
GRANTHAM, PA., AUGUST 7, 1916.
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Brethren in Christ church at the age of
fifteen and during the last years of his
life gave much of his time and thought
to the church; he was elected a minister
of the Church in 1915: but on account
of his sickness and going to Colo., before the date arranged for his ordination
the ordination was not carried out. His
last sickness at the Sanitarium was a
continuation of his daily habit of Christian fortitude regretting that he could
not remain to minister to others which
would be his only reason for wishing
to remain.
Funeral services were held
at the Pleasant Hill church near by, conducted by Bish. Jacob N. Engle assisted
by Elder C, B. Smith of the Dunkard
Brethren.
Text Philip. 1: 21.
ANTES.—Sr. Hettie Warfel Antes entered into rest July 5, 1916, at her home
in Rohrerstown, from a complication of
diseases, in her 68th., year.
Deceased
was a sufferer for a number of years, and
the forty-two last weeks she was confined to bed. She bore her suffering with
Christian patience with this blessed hope
of Jesus coming to receive her unto Himself.
She was a member of the Brethren in Christ church for a number of
years.
Her husband died eleven years
ago. Two sons survive, Robert of Lancaster city, and William at home. Twosisters also survive, Eliza, wife of Geo.
Frey of Highville, and Annie, wife of
Benj. Kreider of Rohrerstown, and threi
brothers, Jacob, of Strasburg, John and
Geo. at Rohrerstown. Funeral was held
in the Mennonite church at Rohrerstown.
Services were conducted by the
home brethren. Text Rom. 8: 18. Interment in Pequea cemetery.
BAILEY.—Bro. Abraham Bailey of
Sherkston, Ont., died of apoplexy July
11. 1916, aged 80 years, 1 month and 20
days.
He was a life-long resident of
this place, and much respected as a kind
father, neighbor, and Christian. He was
enjoying his usual health up to within
a few days of his death.
He and his
wife were members of our church in
Canada for about 40 years, being baptized at the time of the great revival
at Sherkston.
He lived consistently as
a Christian being an obedient member of
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the church to which he belonged.
His
wife, two sons, Elias and Frank and one
daughter, Martha (Mrs. Ed. Minor) all
of Sherkston, Ont., and six grandchildren
survive him. Funeral was held on Friday from the home to the U. B. chapel
where service was held.
Obsequies improved by A. Bearss from Eccl. 7: 1.
Subject, "The Better Life, Here and
Hereafter."
Interment in the Mennonite cemetery.
HARVEST MEETINGS.
Bro. Levi Martins will hold a Harvest
Meeting at the Mt. Pleasant Church,
Rapho dist., near Mt. Joy, on Aug. 19.
Services will commence at 1 p. m. continuing until four, when refreshments
will be-served.
There will be services
in the evening and also Sunday morning.
A hearty invitation is extended to all.
At the home of Eld. D. "W. Brehm near
Hummelstown, Pa., on Saturday Aug. 26,
beginning at 1 p. m. The evening service as also the regular Sunday morning
service will be held at the Hummelstown
church.
At Fairland near Cleona, Pa., Aug. 19,
afternoon.
At Martinsburg Morrison's Cove dist.,
Aug. 19, forenoon and evening. Aug. 20,
regular service morning and evening.
At Montgomery church. Franklin Co.,
Pa.. Aug. 12, 1 p. m.
At Silverdale M. H. Aug 12 beginning
at 1 o'clock p. m.
At Cross Roads church, Lancaster Co.,
Aug. 12, at 1.30 p. m.
At the home of Bro. Noah Z. Wingert,
of the Mowersville dist., Aug. 31, an allday meeting.
Railroad Station, Shippensburg, Pa.,
Write to Bro. Wingert, Shippensburg, Pa.
R. 5, and conveyance will be provided.
A protracted meeting is announced to
be held at Conoy M. H. Lancaster Co., beginning Oct. 29.
Brethren and sisters
of near by districts are invited to attend
and help the work along, especially engaging in prayer in behalf of the work
so that many precious souls may be won
for the Lord's kingdom, and the purpose,
of God be accomplished.
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(Continued from page 19.)
law who are members of the church, but
the husband and father is much opposed
to them.
There were also two lepers baptized.
These two were only in the first stages
of the disease, but there are many lepers
all around us and no effort whatever is
made to segregate them.
There is no
doubt but that the Lord can cleanse the
souls of such as well as of those who are
whole in body.
During the week's meeting we had a
conference with the native Christians in
order to speak of some of the native customs and learn their attitude toward the
same.
This Conference was to all appearances quite satisfactory.
One of
the most difficult problems with which
we have to deal is the question of marriage.
There is so much evil connected with the native heathen marriage;
and since it is entirely under control of
the older heathen relatives and the contracting parties, especially the girl, have
no say in the matter, many perplexing
problems arise.
It is certainly objectionable for a Christian to marry a
heathen, but how to prevent it is the
difficulty.
If there were only the parents on both sides to deal with something might be accomplished, but as it
is, one is obliged to consult the entire
relationship on both sides. At present
there is a young girl staying at the Mission, Namayowi, who ran off from home
because some of her friends tried to give
her to a heathen man for the sake of receiving three cows in return.
Twice
they have come to take her, but she refused to go.
Just what the outcome
will be we cannot forsee.
Some of our
Christians have been eager to marry her
but the relatives have objected.
There
is another Christian girl Mudenda whom
a number of the native brethren have
asked for, but the relatives have refused.
They had decided to give her to a heathen man and made all the arrangements
for that purpose, but she refused and ran
off to the Mission. They are still seeking to induce her to comply. Pray for
these dear girls and for all others like
them who are desirous of becoming
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Christians. They are such weak vessels
in the hands of a lot of custom bound
heathen relatives.
One of our teachers
brought word today that the chief at one
of the schools has lately refused to allow
the girls to come for fear they too will
refuse to marry the one to whom their
friends may give them.
One day Brother Frey appointed a
meeting for the teachers and evangelists
and for all who felt to give themselves
to the work of the Lord.
When the
time arrived, our hearts were stirred to
see twenty-two young brethren walk into
the church for this purpose. Some may
have not understood what was required
but many, no doubt did. Truly God has
been working upon the hearts of some.
We feel that He has been answering
prayer in their behalf, for our hearts
have been much burdened for this part
of the work; and perhaps some in the
home land too have been uniting their
prayers with ours in behalf of such. May
you continue to intercede with the Father that He may indeed raise up an army
of Spirit-filled messengers of the Cross to
exalt Him at this place. Brother Frep
gave them a very excellent practical talk
as to the meaning of and methods of
working for the Lord and the spirit
which should prompt them.
Yours in the Master's service.
H. Frances Davidson.
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo.
June 6. 1916.
To the readers of the VISITOR:—
It was my privilege recently to spend
a short time with our beloved co-laborers
at Macha Mission.
We left Bulawayo
Monday evening, May 15, and arrived at
Choma the night of Tuesday, where we
were met by Bro. Steckley. ' The next
morning we left for the Mission, travelling by ox-wagon a distance of thirtyeight miles. We arrived the second day,
on Thursday, and found all busy in the
work of the Lord.
On Saturday occurred the wedding of Apuleni, one of their
Christian boys, who has also assisted, to
some extent, in teaching.
We had a,
good meeting on the following Sunday,
and arrangements were made for a series
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of meetings for the next week beginning
Tuesday. The Lord met with us during
these daily services, and we trust some
good was done, and seed sown that will
bear fruit.
On the following Saturday, sixteen
precious souls followed their Lord in
baptism, making the total number baptized at that place seventy-five.
About
half a dozen of these have fallen into sin,
but the remainder seem to be pressing on
in the ways of the Lord, and some of the
fallen ones are desirous of returning. A
number of the members are away at
work, but more than fifty of them were
with us at the communion on the following Sabbath.
As we looked upon the house-full of
promising young men and women, we
could not do otherwise than marvel at
what God had wrought.
The missionaries who had given their lives to live among these people far away from civilization had not labored in vain. God has
given them fruit of which they need not
be ashamed.
A meeting was announced for the
teachers and evangelists and for any others who desired to give themselves for
the work of the Lord.
About twenty
came to the meeting.
Though some of
these are very indefinite as to what God
desires of them, yet as far as we could
learn by their testimonies and otherwise,
all are willing to do the will of the Lord.
What an asset to the work of the Lord
these young men will be.
They will
have many temptations and hindrances,
and they need your prayers.
Our time was too short to visit the
out-schools, but a number from four to
ten miles away we believe are doing
good work.
Calls are coming to them
from greater distances for schools, and
we see the urgent necessity of the work
being extended, • and the stakes being
driven farther out. Here, of course, as
elsewhere, they feel the lack of sufficient
help to press the battle on the outside as
it ought to be done.
During our stay, we made inquiries re
the place where Bro. Taylor is thinking
of locating.
We learned from white
men and natives that it is a very needy
place, and no missionary near at present.
Moreover, David from Maeha
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made a tour through that country, and
he says the people are very anxious for
a teacher. We therefore felt extremely
glad because of the hope that Bro. Taylors will soon be hire.
On our return journey, we stopped
over for a short time at the far-famed
Victoria Falls. Needless to say, they are
majestic and sublime.
Livingston said
of them, "Tho' they have never been
seen before by European eyes, scenes so
lovely must have been gazed upon by
angels in their flight." They have evidently been formed by the action of the
water upon the basaltic formation of
rock which underlies the surface of the
earth for miles around.
Here was a
check in the rock, which yielded to the
action of the water, and we have a deep
narrow gorge forty-five miles long, But
above is a river a mile and quarter wide
which suddenly loses itself in a fissure
of the earth, only eighty feet wide and
four hundred feet deep.
Second only
to the falls themselves, are the clouds of
spray, which rise for thousands of feet,
and can be seen for many miles. Considering that the roar of the Falls can
be heard for great distances, and the
spray can be seen, the native name,
"Mosi oa Tunywa" (The smoke that
sounds) is very significant.
The lessons from the Falls are many.
How vividly the picture of the sinner's
doom with no possibility of return is
brought before us. And what a lesson
and an exhortation to us as soldiers of
the Cross to rescue the perishing before
it is too late.
Dear ones in the home land, will you
not join with us in prayer for the benighted in this land, and also that God
will send forth laborers into His vineyard.
Yours in Jesus our blessed Lord,
H. J. Frey.
Mtshabezi Mission.
Dear brethren and sisters:—
We come to you once more in the name
of Him who said, "Heaven and earth
shall pass away, but my words shall not
pass away" (Matt. 24: 35). How wonderful God's plan and dealings with the
children of men!
Away back in the
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scale of time when God blessed faithful
Noah He already gave this promise:
"While the earth remaineth, seedtime
and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall
not cease."
Down thru the passingages this promise has been verified to
His people. While perhaps at times the
weather was not ideal for planting during seedtime, neither was there a bountiful harvest garnered yet the seasons
came and went and God gave as He saw
best.
He always deals wisely for He
knows what is good for us.
At the time of this writing the crop h
being harvested at Mtshabezi. We are
glad to report that the late rains, tho
light, have proved a blessing for the yield
is greater than was at first anticipated.
There will, however, not be sufficient
food of our own growth this year to feed
our large family of about sixty persons.
Besides these we often have visitors who
come to see their friends, or remain over
Sunday for the services. Should we send
some away because of a scarcity of food
we could not prove God's promises and a
number would be deprived of being
taught in the ways of the Lord. We believe you are all willing that the good
work should go on and there is every
reason to be confident that the Lord will
provide for we also have this promise,
"My God shall supply all your need according to his riches in glory by Christ
Jesus." God's word is true and will not
pass away. Praise the Lord for the assurance of His declaration.
We also behold God's plan carried out
in this that the summer season with its
intense heat is once more in the past and
winter is here. Since the cool weather
has set in the general health of the
workers -is better, altho,' once in a while
someone Has an attack of fever.
Even
little Bert has his share.
He is quite
a favorite with all. He is now able to
walk and is acquiring quite a vocabulary.
In it are found some Sindebele
words.
Recently there have been a number of
calls from the native believers to administer in special cases of sickness.
This makes us feel that the confidence of
the people is growing in the white man's
method of treatment, especially when
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they say, as was said by one or two of
those treated, that they believe they
should
have
died
had
it
not
been for the help received.
Assistance
is always given cheerfully whenever
possible.
We pray that the Lord may
use even these means to reach the hearts
of those who are yet in darkness.
Not long ago Sr. Book and I started
out early one morning for a drive of about twenty miles to visit a sick girl.
She is a member of the church and stayed at the girl's school for a couple of
years.
When we got to her home we
found the kraal practically deserted. Upon inquiry from a little boy who was
leaving with a small herd of young cattle we found that the people had gone
to a beer drink for, the day, but that the
girl had sometime previously gone to
stay for a time with some friends several miles away. One woman, however,
was watching the garden not far away
so we sent our boy to inquire what road
to take to the kraal.
We outspanned
to take breakfast and rest the mules then
started out again and reached he place
about the middle of the afternoon.
We
found the girl still quite sick but very
much pleased to see us. After a pleasant
visit and short service with her and her
friends we turned homeward.
Just
after we had crossed one of the worst
river beds darkness overtook us so that
we could not see the way.
The boy
walked ahead of the mules to look out
for dangerous places as we travelled
over the veld guiding ourselves by the
stars and large kopjes in a distance. The
moon arose shortly before ten o'clock so
that we travelled much more speedily
after that and arrived home about 11:30
P. M., thankful for our heavenly Father's care and trusting that some good
seed was sown that day that will bring
forth fruit in eternity.
Since that time there was a double native wedding here at the. Mission. After
the ceremony Bro. Winger, Sr. Book and
I drove to the home of one of the couples
both of whom had also stayed at the
Mission in the past.
The distance was
about ten miles and the wedding party
went on foot.
Just before reaching the
kraal a number of the friends came out,
singing hymns, to meet the bridal party.
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Shortly after the bridal pair and their The faithful teaching received in the
Surely God's
attendants were escorted into the past is bearing fruit.
His word shall not regroom's hut we were also invited to Word is true!
The fruit of the
epiter and partake of the wedding feast turn unto Him void.
with them.
There was quite a neat Spirit is manifested in different ways
little table laid in the centre of the room and when the "Love of Christ constrainaround which we sat.
The groom's eth us" we will be found doing good unbrother, who is one of our teachers, was to all, "heartily, as to the Lord."
the head man in ordering affairs that
Brethren and sisters continue to pray
day. He first came in and served us to for us and for the work.
a cup of tea then bro't in several dishes
Yours in Him,
of meat prepared in different ways. This
Hannah Baker.
was the only variety of food set before
us, We had taken some bread and fruit a- June 12, 1!>16.
long so shared with them and all enjoyed a very good meal and pleasant time
INDIA OPEN LETTEE.
together.
This kraal is the home of
some Christians a young couple who
were married recently being among
them.
Of this wedding we must say Our dear ones in the faith:—
"Fear thou not; for I am with thee;
that it was the most orderly and Christian-like that we have attended since in be not dismayed, for I am thy God: I
Africa. We saw no heathenish perform- will strengthen thee, yea, I will help
ances while there. After the meal Bro. thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the
Winger spoke a short time to an atten- right hand of my righteousness." Isa. 41:
This is a very precious promise
tive audience. Thus again a number who 10.
seldom come to services heard the Word for each of us to take hold upon. Is it
preached.
Our hearts go out for many for us? Yes, though given to Israel diof the old people who as yet are satisfied rectly, it is really ours, because with
Christ we become sharers of the many
to continue in their life of sin.
great and precious promises.
I have
Last month we were favored by a visit no doubt that the above words have come
from Mr. Lenfesty, the School Inspector. to you in time of great trial or trouble,
Bro. Steigerwald bro't him to us from and you have experienced the bouyancy
the Matopo Mission. Besides visiting the power they contain.
The writer can
school ue also inspected several of the testify that to him it has often been a
sewing classes and made inquiry into ths source of great comfort and uplift.
work done by the boys and girls in genGod never promised us a life without
eral. He apparently was favorably impressed for he has since sent in a very temptation in which there were no fires
or waters to pass through, and neither
good report of his visit.
I yet want to tell you of a deed of does He promise to put out the fire or to
charity done by our boys.
A certain place bridges over the waters, but He
boy, who is not bright and was very has promised to be with us, and that the
poorly clad, has been coming quite a dis- fire shall not burn, and the waters shall
What a God is this of
tance to attend school every day. Be- not overflow.
ours!
How
great
is His goodness to
ing an object of pity our boys voluntarLet us praise Him more and
ily counselled together to provide some usward!
clothes for him.
They came to Bro. more.
Winger one evening and said, "We each
The time has again come for »s to
want to give a six pence to buy clothes write our usual open letter. How quickfor the boy," so a new shirt and a pair ly the time flies! It seems only a short
of trousers were purchased for him. The time since we last addressed you in this
spirit manifested is encouraging since it way.
It has been a very busy season
is a common thing among the natives to to all of us.
We have all done what
expect some charity bestowed upon them we could in getting the Gospel to the
rather then bestowing it upon others. people.
It appears to us that more
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people have been reached than in other
years.
The health of the missionaries
and Indian helpers has been such that
we were little hindered on that account.
Some of the children, Brother Hess' little boy, Harold, and our oldest were
troubled with fever part of the time. At
this station we took a different method
of travel in our work.
In place of the
bullock cart, we used bicycles and the
railway train.
By railway we can go
in four different directions. __We would
take a train out in the morning and back
again in the evening.
This saved us
the trouble of camping out.
The attitude of the people towards the
Gospel is about as before.
Some seemed interested, while others were indifferent.
Some were happier when we left
them than when we came to them. Those
that showed the best kind of interest we
are endeavoring to follow up and make
the way more clear, and if possible constrain them to accept Jesus the only Savior. Yes, the only Savior, for there are
none among the great host of Hindu
deities that ever claimed the power to
save from sin or ever promised such a
boon; but all instructed their followers
that by the merit of certain good works,
they might finally find admittance into
heaven. Mohammed could point to none
but Christ, but that he offsets by a lot of
other teaching. We found one man, the
son of a Christian, hid away in the villages, who was trying to get back into
Hindu caste again. He has spent much
money for his redemption by giving
feasts to Brahmins, but still they will not
accept him. . We are hoping he will return to God.
One poor old woman of
low caste, so weak and feeble she could
not live long, we taught a simple prayer,
and we hope she found God in the evening of her life. We finally baptized our
Santhal brother, of whom we wrote before.
Famine conditions continue. We are
digging our wells deeper, as our supply
of water is failing. Small pox is taking
away quite a large number of villagers.
The hot season is here, and it is very
hot.
We are looking for the soon coming of
the Lord; are you? May we hear from
you?
D. W. Zook.

August 7. 1916.
TESTIMONY.

Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
I was impressed for some time to write
to the VISITOR but for some reason I
put it off.
I will tell you what I enjoy in the Lord's service. I am surely
thankful to Him for what I owe to Him
in His service. Eight years ago I started on the way. I am glad that I came
when I did.
I was fifteen years old
then. At the age of thirteen I felt the
Lord speaking to me, yet I was not willing to come.
I put it off two years
more.
If the Lord would have called
me away where would I be?
I would
be in eternity!
Eternity!
How sad
it is to think of eternity: to die and not
be prepared.
How sad it is not to be
ready for eternity!
I am glad that I am a heaven-bound
pilgrim. Am glad I have no desire to
live after the things in this world. My
heart is also grieved to see so many souls
running after the pleasures of this
world, not thinking that they may be
called to eternity.
I am glad that the
Lord has taken that desire out of my
heart; and that I need not go to dances,
theaters or to the nickelodeons. I have
no desire for the pleasures of this world.
I often think of the hymn we often sing:
"Where will You Spend Eternity?"
"Where will you spend eternity?
This question comes to yon and me!
Tell me what will your answer beWhere will you spend eternity?
E-ter-ni-ty!
E-ter-ni-ty!
Where will you spend eternity?
Wishing you all God's blessing I remain your brother in Christ.
William F. Ebersole.
Chamlterslwrgr, Pa., J n l y 17,/ 1010.

AN EXPERIENCE.
Lear readers of the VISITOR:—
Greeting in the precious name of Jesus. As the Spirit of the Lord has impressed me to tell my experience through
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the VISITOR, so this beautiful Sabbath
evening I will do so by the help and
grace of God. I rejoice in the God of
my salvation.
It is so blessed to have
the trusting Faith in Him, and know
that I am saved.
I cannot thank the
Lord enough, for the many blessings we
can enjoy.
0 the way grows brighter
every day! Praise His holy name.
There was a time in my life, that I
was not so obedient in all things as the
Lord wanted me. Oftimes when I was
busy at work during the day the Spirit
would say, Go and pray.
0 but sorry
to say. I missed many a blessing when
I didn't go. It grieves me yet, to think
how worldly care and work would crowd
it out. But one day the Lord said, You
are not at the place where I want you,
to raise up your children.
I felt I was
lacking something but didn't know
what. 0 I got such a concern. I prayed and prayed for it.
Then the enemy
would say, The Lord don't hear your
prayer, it just falls to the ground. But
I kept on praying. I just became more
in earnest. But I didn't get a blessing,
not until at our Conference when Bro.
D. W. Brehm and others gave invitations
to hungry souls that felt the need of a
deeper life to come to the altar.
Then
the Lord said, This is for you, three
times till I was willing.
I said, Lord
help me.
And how He lifted me up
to go for prayer.
0 I thank God how
He sanctified me and blessed me with
something I never knew before.
Never
before were such prayers offered for me.
0, it did me so much good.
I'll never
forget.
After that my dear companion
was saved.
0, what a change.
The
way is more open for me, and we go on
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He had done for me. The children were
more quiet, and working went better: all
went like a charm,
0, He has so many times answered my
prayers.
But tests, trials and temptations come along to try our faith, but
I thank God He is able to deliver us.
And I am glad He has given me such i
heart's desire for righteousness. My soul
is hungry and thirsting for the true word
of God.
It does me so much good I
cannot express it.
But I want to keep
humble at Jesus' feet.
I would say to
the ones who are not enjoying this blessed salvation to its fullest extent, dig
a little deeper. 0 it pays so well,
And to the brethren who are standing
upon the walls of Zion, I feel to say. Do
not shun to preach the true everlasting
gospel.
It's just what I need, and I
love to hear it.
I believe it won't be
too sharp for any true child of God. It
is meat and drink for my soul.
0, I
so often think if I wouldn't have Jesus
for my burden bearer where would I go
to. There is nothing in this world that
can satisfy the longing of my soul.
I
hope and trust this may be a help to
some one: and, remember us in your
prayers that we may follow Jesus all the
way.
.
.
Y o u r slster ln the faith
'
Sadie R. Hostetter.
H»mmei.to,»., p a .
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"I will praise Him, I will praise him,
Praise the Lamb for sinners slain.
Give Him glory, all ye people,
For His blood can wash away each
STRUT..

lift up to the people instead of lifting
°ne another up. I pray for men, empty
of self, full of Holy Ghost, to reach many
of the lost of earth. Amen,
•
i ft i
Amanda Snyder.
By His grace I will live for His glory
,.,
and serve Him in whatever sphere He
RETROSPECTION.
seeth best.
"Seeking His pleasure,"
"Thou shalt remember all the way
Mary Stoner. which the Lord thy God led thee."
DillNl.ure, Pa., J u l y 26, 1916.
"Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath great recompense of
reward."
Deuteronomy 8: 2: Hebrews
AS A SISTER SEES IT.
10: 35.
I was reading the 5th chapter of St.
John and when I came to these words. I
receive not honor of men, 41 v, I thought
of Sr. Mary Zook's address given at B.
C. Abilene, Kans.
She says of great
men being lifted up instead of the Christ.
How true this is I sometimes think, any
and every thing but the Christ.
While
reading that piece I responded to its
good solid truth right along.
I hope
every VISITOR reader has read it, and
let us profit by it.
Reader, if you did
not read it, hunt up the VISITOR of Feb.
21 and read it.
What profit is there
if we go around the world and tell all
on the pulpit, or tell all we read in the
paper, or have a studied subject, which
are killing to the Spirit of God?
In
St. John Jesus says, Me ye receive not:
if another shall come in his own name
him ye will receive.
Men today are
seeking honor of one another more than
the honor of God.
She savs. For real
true men, ideal men. that live to save.
I believe the cause is suffering1 for the
lack of such men as here mentioned.
Men. today, are seeking upper seats
when they are not able to occupy them.
There is a vast difference in the work
of men or the work of God.
We read
in St. John something- of being born of
men, or born of God.
Born of flesh
or born of the Spirit.
Men are doing
wonders in these last evil days.
The
Spirit must often flee for when self steps
in Christ steps out, and this is sad. If
I could see myself and every other great
man what poor mortals Cworms of the
dust) we are. What a Christ we could

He was better to me than all my hopes,
He was better than all my fears;
He made a bridg*e of my broken works,
And a rainbow of my tears.
The billows that girded my sea-girt path,
Carried my Lord on their crest;
When I dwell on the days of my wilderness march,
I can lean on His love for the rest.
He emptied my hands of my treasured
store,
And His covenant love revealed;
There was not a wound in my aching
heart,
But the balm of his breath hath healed.
Oh, tender and true was the chastening
sore,
In wisdom that taught and tried,
Till the soul He sought was trusting in
Him,
And nothing on earth beside.
He guided my path that I could not see.
By ways that I have not known,
The crooked was straight and the rough,
made plain,
As I followed the Lord alone.
I praise Him still for the pleasant palms,
And the water-springs by the way;
For the glowing pillars of flame by
night,
And the sheltering cloud byjiay.
And if to warfare He calls me forth,
He buckles my armor on;
He greets me with smiles and a word of
cheer
For battles His sword hath won;
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He wipes my brow as I droop and faint, And in the flames beside Mm
He blesses my hand to toil.
The Son of God appeared,
Faithful is He, as He washes my feet,
Tho' seven times 'twas heated.
From the trace of each earthly soil.
With all the tempter's might,
He said the yoke is easy,
The burden it is light.
There is light for me on the trackless
wild,
Mid storms and clouds and trials,
As the wonders of old I trace,
In prison, at the stake,
When the God of the whole earth went
He leaped for joy rejoicing,
before
'Twas all for Jesus' sake;
To search me a resting place.
Has He changed for me?
Nay!
He That God should count him worthy
Was such supreme delight;
changes not,
He will bring me by some new way, He cried, The yoke is easy
The burden is so light,
Through fire and flood, and each crafty
foe,
I saw him overcoming,
As safely as yesterday.
Through all the swelling strife;
Until he crossed the threshold.
Never a watch in the dreariest halt,
Of God's Eternal Life,
But some promise of love endears;
I read from the past that my future shall The crown, the throne, the sceptre,
The name, the stone so white.
be
Were his who found in Jesus
Far better than all my fears,
The yoke and burden light.
Like the golden pot of the wilderness
bread,
—Sel. by Sara Gracie.
Laid up with the blossoming rod,
All safe in the ark with the law of the
Lord,
LOVE FEAST.
Is the covenant care of my God.—Anna
Shipton.—Printed by request of Miriam
A love feast will be held at the home
K. Benner.
of Eld. Solomon Lauver on September 9
and 10. A cordial invitation is extended to all. Coming by P. E. E, from the
THE BLOOD-WASHED PILGEIM.
east, stop off at Thompsontown: from the
west at Mifflintown.
Teams will meel
visitors at these places.
Those intendI saw a blood-washed pilgrim,
ing to come kindly notify Eld. Solomon
A sinner saved by grace,
Lauver, Mifflintown, Pa.
Upon the king's great high-way,
With peaceful shining face;
Temptations sore beset him,
F i v e n e w tracts h a v e heen issued by
But nothing could afright,
t h e Tract Committee, as f o l l o w s :
He said the yoke is easy,
Clean Speech,
per h n m l r e d 25 e e n t s .
"Whom are Yon Serving-? per hnn. 10 cts.
The burden it is light.
His helmet was Salvation,
A simple Faith his shield,
And Righteousness his breast plate,
The Spirit's Sword he'd wield,
All fiery darts arrested,
And quenched their blazing flight,
He cried the yoke is easy
The burden it is light.
I saw him in the furnace,
He doubted not nor feared,

At God's expense, per hundred 15 e e n t s .
Symposium,
per hundred 15 eents.
A Dialogue,
per hundred 2 0 e e n t s .

* « ft—
MMES
A3VD
ADDRESSES OF THB
TREASURES OF THE D I F F E R E N T
HOARDS.
F o r e i g n Missions : P. M. Climenhaga,
S t e v e n s v i l l e , Ont.
Home
Missions: D.
R.
Eyster,
Thomas, Olcla.
Henefieiary a n d Porr:—-Wm. Me Culloh, Morrison, 111.
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SELECTED.
FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH.
John Cochran faithful unto death,
he died for others. Triumphant living means triumphant dying. Those
that knew him said that for thirtynine years he never was known to
shrink from duty.
No wonder
when they uncovered that marred,
scarred, crushed body, strong men
wiped away the tears that came unbidden.
He was an engineer on a Grand
Trunk passenger train on the day
that he showed men how to die. One
hundred lives were committed to his
care. Beyond him was a switch: a
freight train was trying to make it.
He saw a collision was inevitable. He
might have jumped and saved his
life, the railroad men said, but he
thought only of the' lives of others
and stayed at his post of duty. The
engine was so badly wrecked that it
was a difficult matter to get out the
dead, but when all was uncovered
and the body was seen amid the mass
of twisted steel and wreckage there
he stood with one hand holding the
reverse lever and the other on the
air brake.
He died at his post
faithful unto death. The life is the
test.
The faithfulness through the
years meant faithfulness when the
crash came.
The Christian life is a battle, a
battle on a field where faithfulness
counts.
Be thou faithful unto
death, not "until." When hell rages,
when demons howl, when the world
sneers, when your friends fall away,
when ypij are wounded unto death,
still be faithful.
You may pass away, but your work will remain.
Youth will go, "mind will fail, the
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heart will wither, but that which you
have done for God, and for men, that
God might be glorified will remain
to the praise of the Christ of Calvary
and the Mediatorial Thron.
Faithful!
That does not say you
made no mistakes. You are human
but you retrieved your mistakes, and
won the victory in the retrieving. Be
faithful, the Lion in the way may be
the honeycomb for to-morrow. The
pit and the prison, the false brethren
who sell you, may be the stepping
stones to the second chariot, and the
key to all the granaries of the land.
Be faithful.
The furnace that
comes along the line of faithfulness
means promotion after the fire has
burned off the fetters.
Be faithful.
Every child of God,
every one who goes the way that
Jesus went, will have a Gethsemane
and a Cross, but every Gethsemane
will have its angel and every cross its
crown.
Be faithful!
Amid the darkness
there is One alongside, and He will
never fail you.
Learn this lesson!
Every Calvary has its Olivet, and
following every crucifixion there is
an ascension.
Be faithful!
When He has tried
thee thou shalt come forth as gold.
—Selected by Sister Adda G. Wolgemuth.
Mount Joy, Pa.
STOFPED-UP WELLS.
We read in Genesis 26: 18, of
where "Isaac digged again the wells
of water which they had digged in
the days of Abraham his father; for
the Philistines had stopped them
after the death of Abraham."
This is quite a significant verse of
scripture, a*id may well be applied
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to the experiences of many today; may be, the word of God is older
the wells of salvation which once than all, and he who brings to light
flowed freely have been so filled up the neglected truths of Holy Writ
with the rubbish of the passing may be considered a genuine beneIt was
days, months and years that the re- factor of the human race.
freshing and life-giving streams by studying the Scriptures that
have ceased their flow and the soul Wesley and the Holy Club saw that,
has consequently dried up and lost "Without holiness no man shall see
the juice and sweetness of former the Lord," and proceeded to seek and
make known the gracious experience
days.
This was the condition of affairs to others.
But what are these wells to us?
when Luther appeared in Germany,
but God led him to dig down Have we ever drank from their cool,
When you
through the debris of tradition until refreshing streams?
he struck the life-giving stream of were converted, do you remember
justification by faith, and which has how your soul drank of the water of
not ceased to flow from that day to life, and how it changed the whole
this; however, in some parts of the plan of your being? And not only
land this gracious experience is be- was it a new life, but it was a "well
ing neglected in the pulpit and the of water, springing up unto everpeople are not urged to repentance lasting life." But how is it today?
and faith which are necessary to Have the Philistines of "cares of this
such a state of grace.
From con- world, and the deceitfulness of richditions all over the country we fear es, and the lusts of other things'"
the well of regeneration is being fill- choked up that well that once flowed
If this be the case, dear
ed up by the Philistines of higher so freely?
reader,
let
us
urge you to seek the
criticism who do not think it necessary to insist on the supernatural in closet of prayer and there tarry until
religion. If a preacher really preach- you have "digged again" the well of
es earnestly on this experience many a joyous Christian experience.
brand him as an extremist, while
It may be you have once enjoyed
others would slip into the Church on the experience of a full deliverance
the plea that those who have been from sin, but because you were not
trained rightly in the Sunday School willing to testify to it, or bear the
need only make a "decision" and that reproach, or it may be a great sorends it.
There are those who are row has choked up the well* and
considered orthodox, who get a bit today the full salvation well is not
nervous when you' press the matter flowing as it once did; if so, wait
of coming to the altar and seeking upon the Lord, and with the pick of
Christ as a personal Savior.
What faith and a complete consecration,
is this but filling up the wells of sal- dig again the well of full salvation
vation which are the life-giving and know once more the joy of abidstreams to the sin-sick soul.
ing in the Lord and the strength
which
comes from a full dependence
Wesley was called of God to unupon
Him.
stop the well of full salvation which
had been lost sight of and covered up
Dear reader, these are days when
by the traditions of the centuries. the Philistines, the enemies of our
No matter how ancient man's views souls, are busy filling up the wells
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of salvation with t h e stones and dirt
of worldliness, selfishness and unbelief, and if we do not, by prayer and
faith, dig down beneath all this and
strike the experimental note of a full
deliverance from all sin, our souls
will dry up and in the end we shall
go out into the darkness of eternal night.
While men are wavering, the tide of unbelief is rising,
and the t r u t h s of the Bible are being discarded, let us fly to the Rock
of Ages and hide beneath His sheltering wings until the storm of life is
past and we are safe for evermore.
May each of us be able to sing:
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EDITORIAL NOTE.

"The decline in family worship is
gradual..
I t is like a decay common to some fruit.
I t begins in
the heart, and gradually works its
way to the surface, till the whole
fruit is rotten.
So it is with many
a family worship.
A decay of vital
godliness begins in the h e a r t ; holy
aspirations for communion with God
give place to a spirit of indifference,
and this inner state of heart and
mind works its way to t h e outward
conduct, hence the domestic worship is curtailed; the singing, of divine
praise is dropped, as there is
"Well of water, ever springing,
no one willing to lead; the prayer
Bread of life so rich and free;
is shortened, or perhaps social enUntold wealth t h a t never faileth,
gagements and late hours drive the
My Redeemer is to me."
evening prayer out of the family
—Printed by request of Eld. D. W. circle, while the pressure of early secular duties excludes the morning
Brehni, Hummelstown, Pa.
worship altogether; and t h u s the
family is numbered with those t h a t
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call not upon God."
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191C.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
The programmes for the Young
People's Meeting have failed to reach
us. On account of its having to go
through Canada, where it must pass
the censor, and the consequence held
up so t h a t it is delayed and fails to
reach us in time for this issue.

" W h a t of the outlook?"
One
reply of a veteran missionary will
suffice, "The first ten years t h a t I
spent in China, we had eight conIn one of the Bible Society's reverts.
A t the end of my second ten
ports t h e statement is made t h a t
years
of
service I see four hundred
"The real Japan has practically been
untouched by Christian effort."
converts in our field."

TIME, DEATH AMD ETERiNI'ii. to answer; listen, it speaks to thee
today.
Drown not its voice lest it
speak
to
thee no more.
Let the
Reader: Thy time on earth is
Heaven
and
the
Hell
of
the
future
short.
The closing year, each setstand
before
thee
in
all
their
reality;
ting sun, each tick of the clock, is
shortening thy days on earth, and one of these must be thine Eternal
swiftly, silently, but surely carrying dwelling place, and today is the time
To-morrow
thee on—on to Eternity and to God. to make thy choice.
may
be
too
late—one
day
behind
The year, the day, the hour, the motime.
Which
art
thou
living
for?
ment will arrive that will close thy
Which
are
thou
travelling
to?
lif« on earth, and begin thy song in
To go from the haunts of sin, deHeaven, or thy wail in Hell.
No
bauchery
and vice to the presence of
future hour shall come to bring thee
God
and
the Lamb—impossible;
back to earth again, thou art there
from
the
crowd
of the condemned,
forever for Eternity.
and
the
race
for
gold
and gain, to the
Today thy feet stand on Time's
song
of
the
redeemed,
and the crown
sinking sand; To-morrow the footof
glory.
No,
never!
Except a man
prints remain, but thou art gone-—
be
born
again
he
cannot
see the kingwhere?
Into Eternity;
dom
of
God.
Reader,
hast thou
Today thy hands are busy at work,
been
born
again?
If
so,
well; but
thine eyes are beholding, thy mind is
if
not,
the
horrors
of
an
Eternal
Hell
thinking, thou art planing for the fuare
awaiting
thee
and
today
thou
art
ture.
To-morrow all is still; the
nearer
its
unquenchable
flame
than
folded arm, the closed eye remain,
but thou art gone—gone to Eternity. thou hast ever been before.
Halt! Why will you meet God with
Others were once busy as thou art;
He wills it not.
they are gone—gone to Eternity. an unsaved soul?
Turn ye, why
The merry voice, the painted clown, Today He pleads.
will
ye
die?
the talented artist, whose presence
made the theatre and the pantomime
an attraction for thee, are gone; "Time's sun is fast setting, its twilight
is nigh,
they are removed far from the re- Its evening is falling in clouds o'er the
gion of fiction to that reality—the
sky,
reality of Eternity.
The shrewd Its shadows are stretching in ominous
gloom.
merchant whose voice was so familiar to thee on the crowded Exchange Then haste, sinner haste, there's mercy
for thee
is hushed, he buys and sells no more
And wrath is preparing—flee lingerer,
—he has entered Eternity.
flee!"
And, reader, thine own turn to
enter Eternity will shortly come.
This tract can be had of S. B. Smith,
Ask thyself, "Am I prepared for E- Grantham, Fa., at 15^ per 100; $1.30
ternity." Give thy conscience time per 1,000.
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